technology business strategy for 21st-century engineering practice

DESIGN SPACE EXPLORATION
MARKETS & OPPORTUNITIES
TECHNOLOGY DRIVERS ⦁ BUSINESS DRIVERS ⦁ JUSTIFYING THE INVESTMENT ⦁
IMPLEMENTATION BEST PRACTICES ⦁ PRACTITIONER SUCCESS CASE STUDIES ⦁
MARKET STATISTICS AND FORECASTS ⦁ VENDOR AND PRODUCT PROFILES
A report for engineering and discrete manufacturing organizations, engineering modeling and simulation
software developers, engineering service providers, methods development experts, systems integrators,
resellers, investors and anyone else who needs to understand technology drivers, business drivers, investment
justification strategies and implementation best practices for Design Space Exploration technologies and
methods; software market size and composition, vendor market share and industry growth forecasts; and indepth business assessments plus product profiles for 38 leading technology providers.
BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE—The most successful engineering projects begin with discovery—conceiving a
rich array of ideas to solve a problem or address a need—then move on to methodically explore which
candidates are most promising for development and refinement. But the power of such discovery and
exploration is too often sacrificed to schedule pressures and resource constraints, compounded by digital
toolset gaps and limitations. The result is familiar: engineers conceive two or three design alternatives, then
rely on intuition, best guesses and handbook formulas to choose one that looks reasonably promising and not
too risky to implement—without really knowing whether it’s the best, most cost-effective or most robust
solution attainable.
An emerging answer to this quandary is Design Space Exploration—both a family of methods and a rapidly
evolving category of software tools that are beginning to radically advance the capabilities of engineers and
multidisciplinary engineering teams to discover an array of feasible design concepts early; quickly and fluently
evaluate sensitivities, variants and tradeoffs; then select the best design candidate and implement it.
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WHAT’S NEW? WHY NOW? TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS DRIVERS—Design Space Exploration lets engineers
systematically and automatically investigate very large numbers of design alternatives to identify those with
the most promising performance values. Many of the quantitative methods that underpin Design Space
Exploration have been long known—and sometimes applied, in cases where the attendant costs in expertise,
time and labor could be justified. What’s changing now is the way fresh software technologies are at last
transforming these powerful but formerly difficult-to-apply methods into practical everyday engineering aids.
Design Space Exploration is defined by Ora Research and intrinSIM to consist of software application products
providing one or more of the functional capabilities listed below either as standalone software products, or
software modules that can be used as part of a larger suite of software from the software developer and/or its
partners.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Design of experiments
Response surface modeling and interrogation
Parameter optimization
Multidisciplinary optimization
Multi-objective (Pareto) optimization
Robustness and reliability (stochastic) optimization
Geometry optimization (including parametric, non-parametric topology-based, and non-parametric
mesh-morphing-based methods)
o Shape
o Size
o Topology
o Topography
o Topometry
o All other types
Software work-process automation specifically in support of the above functionality:
Definition/mapping/setup and editing of automated workflow with engineering modeling/simulation
software such as geometry modelers, analysis solvers, materials databases, spreadsheets and other
engineering calculation tools.

Design Space Exploration specifically does not include:
•
•
•
•

Engineering modeling/simulation software tools (geometry modelers, analysis solvers, materials
databases, spreadsheets, other engineering calculation software) that do not contain, onboard, the
design space exploration functionalities listed above
General-purpose simulation process management software
General-purpose simulation data management software
Software customization and custom software development

The foundational business value of Design Space Exploration is the ability it confers on engineering teams and
organizations to gain more complete, higher-fidelity visibility into product performance earlier in project
schedules than was possible or practical with older technologies and approaches. In essence, it does this by
enabling more efficient, effective and revealing application of simulation, analysis and digital prototyping
assets—tools, expertise, methods, work processes—to the perennial business drivers for any organization’s
investments in those assets:
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To become more competitive by gaining increased capability to explore, create and innovate.
To apply that capability to create better performing products.
To improve product quality and reliability—yielding expanded opportunity and customer appeal at
the same time as lowered warranty expenses, liability exposure and lifecycle costs.
To control or, better yet, reduce product development schedules and budgets by supplanting costly,
time-intensive physical testing with digital prototyping.

Ultimately, the transformational advantage of Design Space Exploration is to replace intuition-based, guessand-correct engineering practices with systematic, rational, rapid design discovery and evaluation.
Design Space Exploration and its companion, simulation process automation, are rooted in the technological
domain known as PIDO—Process Integration and Design Optimization. One of this report’s authors (Bruce
Jenkins) originated the identification of PIDO as a distinct and significant segment of engineering software at
the beginning of its development, and coined the terminology. Now this new publication, tracing the path from
the first rudimentary PIDO tools of two decades ago to the stunningly powerful, intelligent, self-directed
multidisciplinary design exploration technologies of today, offers the first comprehensive survey, review and
analysis of this dynamic industry and the revolutionary benefits it offers engineering organizations. Spotlighting
and exploring the latest advances, this groundbreaking report documents how these powerful tools and
methods are helping engineering organizations master the unprecedentedly demanding, complex product
development and innovation challenges of today and tomorrow.
CONTENTS—What you’ll learn from this report:

1

Executive Summary and How to Use this Report
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8

2

Technology drivers
Business drivers: Justifying the investment
Implementation best practices
Practitioner success case studies
Market map: What buyers need to know about software vendor business models
Market statistics and forecasts
Technology capabilities: Vendor comparison matrix
Vendor and product profiles

Technology Drivers
2.1

2.2

What’s new? Why now?
2.1.1 Functional maturity
2.1.2 Easier implementation: Off-the-shelf integration with modelers and solvers
2.1.3 Usability: Intelligent, autonomous selection of search/solution methods
Foundations in PIDO: Process integration and design optimization
2.2.1 Design of experiments (DOE)
2.2.2 Response surface modeling (RSM)
2.2.3 Optimization overview
2.2.4 Parameter optimization
2.2.5 Multidisciplinary optimization (MDO)
2.2.6 Multi-objective (Pareto) optimization
2.2.7 Robustness and reliability (stochastic) optimization
2.2.8 Gradient-based vs. deterministic vs. heuristic solution methods
2.2.9 Geometry optimization: Shape, size, topology, topography, topometry
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2.3

2.4

3

3.2
3.3

Fan optimization in industrial electric power tools
Geometry optimization of a static helix mixer
Aerodynamic optimization of a high-speed train
Aerodynamic and structural optimization of a turbofan
Multi-objective optimization of a motorcycle composite swing-arm
Early-stage aerodynamic optimization of a sport utility vehicle
Multidisciplinary optimization of ground vehicle dynamics
System-level fuel economy and emissions optimization of a hybrid electric vehicle
Hull form optimization of a New Panamax container ship
Simulation process automation with automotive driveline NVH simulation app
Capex/opex tradeoff optimization in built-asset engineering

Market Map: What Buyers Need to Know About Software Vendor Business Models
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

7

User surveys: Adoption, implementation and usage experiences
Winning acceptance, building advocacy, proliferating across the organization
Technology insertion for culture change and innovation
From workgroup to departmental to institutional adoption: Maximizing impact

Practitioner Success Case Studies
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10
5.11

6

Hierarchy of engineering and business value delivered
3.1.1 Impact on cost
3.1.2 Impact on schedule
3.1.3 Impact on quality
3.1.4 Impact on performance and innovation
Business case alignment with engineering organization’s strategic direction
User survey: Benefits anticipated / acheived

Implementation Best Practices
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

5

2.2.10 Geometry optimization methods: Parametric vs. non-parametric topology vs. nonparametric mesh morphing
2.2.11 Simulation process automation: Process capture/automation, tool/data integration
From PIDO to Design Space Exploration: Maturing the vision
2.3.1 Integrations with Systems modeling, 0D/1D simulation
2.3.2 CAD, pre/post-processors, 2D/3D CAE, other calculation tools
2.3.3 Multifidelity, multiphysics modeling
2.3.4 PIDO: Process integration and design optimization
2.3.5 Engineering work-in-progress configuration management
2.3.6 Visual data analytics
2.3.7 Live decision dashboards
Future directions

Business Drivers: Justifying the Investment
3.1

4
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Business model comparisons: Benefits and potential limitations for customers
Vendors dedicated exclusively to Design Space Exploration
CAE vendors offering Design Space Exploration
PLM vendors offering Design Space Exploration
Systems modeling and 0D/1D simulation considerations
Consolidated vendor market map

Market Statistics and Forecasts
7.1
7.2
7.3

Market definitions
Design Space Exploration software revenue 2014-2020
Software vendor market share forecast for 2017
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7.4
7.5
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7.3.1 Worldwide Market Share Forecast
7.3.2 Americas Market Share Forecast
7.3.3 EMEAR Market Share Forecast
7.3.4 APAC Market Share Forecast
Software industry revenue forecast by geography 2017
Software revenue forecast by industry 2017

Technology Capabilities: Vendor Comparison Matrix
Vendor and Product Profiles
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9
9.10
9.11
9.12
9.13
9.14
9.15
9.16
9.17
9.18
9.19
9.20
9.21
9.22
9.23
9.24
9.25
9.26
9.27
9.28
9.29
9.30
9.31
9.32
9.33
9.34
9.35
9.36
9.37
9.38

AlphaSTAR Corporation
Altair Engineering, Inc.
ANSYS, Inc.
Aspen Technology, Inc.
Autodesk, Inc.
BETA CAE Systems International AG
Collier Research Corporation
Comet Solutions, Inc.
Computer Modelling Group, Ltd.
Concepts NREC
Dassault Systèmes SIMULIA Corp.
Dassault Systèmes SOLIDWORKS Corp.
Datadvance LLC
DNV GL
Dynardo GmbH
ENGYS Ltd.
ESI Group
ESTECO s.p.a.
FRIENDSHIP SYSTEMS AG
FunctionBay Inc.
iChrome Ltd.
INTES GmbH
Livermore Software Technology Corporation (LSTC)
MSC Software Corporation (a Hexagon Manufacturing Intelligence Company)
NAPA Group
Noesis Solutions NV (a Cybernet Systems Group Company)
Phoenix Integration, Inc.
PIDOTECH, Inc.
PTC, Inc.
Quint Corporation
ReliaSoft Corporation
Schlumberger Software
Siemens PLM Software
Sigma Technology
SmartUQ LLC
SORCERsoft (A SMT S.A. group Company)
TECOSIM Group
Vanderplaats Research & Development, Inc.
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REPORT FORMAT, CITATION RIGHTS, PERSONAL BRIEFING—Your report will come to you in the form of a PDF
document for limited use as called out in the CLIENT AGREEMENT TERMS AND CONDITIONS. Your purchase
gives you unlimited distribution and usage rights to the report and its contents inside your organization, as well
as rights to publicly cite data excerpted from the report with our prior review and approval. After receiving the
report, you and your team are welcome to a personal, confidential telephone briefing with us to review the
report and discuss its findings.
WHO WE ARE
Ora Research investigates new technologies that foster innovation, quality and performance and reduce
schedule, cost and risk in the engineering of manufactured products and constructed assets. We seek to
identify technologies yielding high return for initial adopters and on the cusp of first-wave mainstream
acceptance. We offer research and advisory services to help engineering organizations evaluate, select and
justify new technology investments; to help technology providers qualify and quantify emerging market
opportunities, validate demand drivers and craft competitive positioning; and to give institutional investors
insight into industry competitive dynamics, revenue and growth potential, and emerging market opportunities
for technology providers. Our goal is to foster insight and action that strengthen the industries we serve.
Ora Research LLC was founded in 2008 by Bruce Jenkins. Before founding Ora Research LLC, Jenkins was
president of research and co-founder of 3D imaging industry research firm Spar Point Research LLC (now Spar
Point Group, Diversified Communications). Previously he directed research and publishing operations at
CAD/CAM/CAE, AECO and GIS consultancy Daratech, Inc., where he originated the identification and definition
of PIDO as a distinct and significant category of engineering software technology in 2001, and coined the
terminology.
intrinSIM—After over 30 years of experience in various roles from applications to executive management in
the engineering software market, Joe Walsh realized that the biggest obstacle to growth of this market and its
participants was overcoming the gaps and incompatibilities between business, route to market and technology.
intrinSIM was launched in January 2010 to accelerate the growth of the engineering software market by
leveraging a unique technology broker model and a world class set of technology partners.
intrinSIM in its short history has already worked with over 100 companies spread across the world in the
engineering software market in a variety of roles and activities related to Connecting Worldwide Business &
Technology. intrinSIM leverages a unique technology broker model, engineering software market domain
knowledge and an extensive network of technology partners, services partners and resources to bring the right
people, services, and technologies to bear at the right time to meet the individual needs of its clients to
overcome the gaps and incompatibilities between business, route to market and technology.
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